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Abstract
Partial reconfiguration is a versatile technique to modify the functionality of field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) at 
run time. When performing partial reconfiguration a dedicated intellectual property (IP) component of the FPGA vendor, 
i.e., the partial reconfiguration controller (PRC), among a wide range of IP components has to be used. While ensuring the 
functional safety of FPGA designs is well understood, ensuring hardware security still remains challenging. This applies in 
particular to reconfiguration-based countermeasures which are intensively used to create a moving target for an attacker. 
Reconfiguration-based countermeasures against side-channel attacks or differential power analysis (DPA) attacks were 
implemented. However, from the system security perspective, the above mentioned PRC is a critical component as was 
noticed by many papers before. In this work, we extend a previously proposed safety mechanism which creates a con-
tainer around an IP, to encapsulate and thereby to protect and observe the PRC of a FPGA. The proposed encapsulation 
scheme results in an architecture comprising so-called ReCoFuses (RCFs), each capturing a specific protective goal which 
have to be fulfilled at any time during PRC operation. The terminology follows the classical electric installation including 
a fuse box. In our scheme we employ formal verification to guarantee the correctness in detecting a security violation. 
Only after successful verification, the RCFs are integrated into the ReCoFuse Container. Experimental results demonstrate 
the advantage of our approach by preventing attacks on the PRC of a system secured by partial reconfiguration.

Keywords Reconfiguration · Partial reconfiguration controller · Verification · Moving target

1 Introduction

Substantial progress for both, application specific inte-
grated circuits (ASICs) and field programmable gate 
arrays (FPGAs) has been achieved over the last decade. In 
particular, the programmable nature of FPGAs allows for 
great flexibility, and the powerful feature of partial recon-
figuration pays off in many application fields today [19]. 
Practical examples include increasing fault tolerance [10], 
power-aware reconfiguration [25, 27], and area reduction 
by time division multiplexing [36].

Although the realization of partial reconfiguration var-
ies depending on the FPGA model, it commonly relies 
on vendor specific proprietary library cells and intellec-
tual property (IP). Due to the black box characteristic of 
these IP blocks, the internal operation (i.e., source code) 
cannot be examined, tested or verified by the user. As a 
consequence, integrating these components in a system 
requires trust in the test and verification methodologies of 
the respective IP vendor and—in worst case—jeopardizes 
the system’s stability. Hence, several approaches to over-
come this problem were proposed. Unfortunately, many 
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of these approaches require at least some knowledge of 
the design sources, which is impractical for the aforemen-
tioned scenario. For this reason, the encapsulation of an IP 
component has been thoroughly investigated in the past. 
The behavior of the encapsulated component is then mon-
itored, controlled or even fixed by the surrounding logic at 
runtime. For example, in [4] a “shield” is synthesized which 
continuously monitors inputs and output of the design 
and eventually corrects its erroneous outputs. A more 
general approach has been proposed in [6, 8]. The paper 
presents the notion of a “container”, in which the IP com-
ponent is instantiated. The concept was applied in order to 
monitor and fix bus protocol glitches with automatic syn-
thesis of correction logic from a property specification lan-
guage. This way the container protects both, the IP and the 
surrounding system, respectively. A similar principle was 
applied on a hardware level by implementing an instruc-
tion replacement scheme for a modern RISC-V processor IP 
to circumvent errata and design flaws [30]. In [14] a similar 
technique has been proposed. Hardware sandboxes are 
employed for secure integration of non-trusted IPs in mod-
ern System-On-Chips (SoCs). Only permissible interactions 
between the IP and the rest of the system are allowed by 
exposing the IP interface to isolated virtual resources and 
checking IP signals’ correctness at run time.

Coming back to partial reconfiguration, the safe and 
secure operation of the overall system heavily depends 
on the Partial Reconfiguration Controller (PRC) of the FPGA 
which typically initiates the reconfiguration process in the 
design. In particular, reconfiguration-based countermeas-
ures forming a “moving target” for the attacker may com-
pletely collapse, if the underlying IP-based reconfiguration 
fails or is attacked.

Contribution In this work, we leverage the container 
principle—originally proposed as a safety mechanism—
to the security domain. We present a tailored encapsula-
tion scheme for the PRC with the goal to protect the PRC 
against attacks when performing for example reconfigu-
ration-based cryptographic operations. The new architec-
ture consists of individual ReCoFuses. During PRC opera-
tion (i.e., reconfiguration) all properties have to hold at 
any given time. To guarantee the correctness of each 
ReCoFuse, we require the formal verification of its behav-
ior, i.e., to formally capture which PRC communication is 
“good” or “bad” and what will be the resulting action in the 
respective case. Overall, the ReCoFuses are integrated into 
the ReCoFuse Container.

For demonstrating the proposed scheme, we consider 
systems which use reconfiguration-based countermeas-
ures and by this implementing the above mentioned 
moving target principle. Mentens et al. showed in [23] 
that introducing temporal jitter based on reconfiguration 
improves side channel attack resistance significantly. They 

also introduce a spatial jitter to improve the countermeas-
ure against fault attacks by randomly changing physical 
location of functional blocks on-chip area at runtime. In 
their work, the importance for securing the reconfigura-
tion control (i.e., the PRC) has already been recognized, 
but was not targeted there (as well as in many following 
papers). A more recent work which also uses Partial Recon-
figuration (PR) to protect cryptographic circuits against 
different types of physical attacks has been introduced 
in [15]. They generate different physical configurations of 
the same RTL description of an AES algorithm. Then, the 
PRC loads the different configurations after each encryp-
tion. However, no measures are taken to prevent possi-
ble attacks on the PRC which is of course essential for the 
overall security.

In the case study of this paper, we present three initial 
ReCoFuses to tackle three major vectors of attacks against 
the system via the PRC: 

1. Attack the timing of the reconfiguration by keeping 
one single reconfiguration active for an extended 
period of time.

2. Disturb the diversity of individual reconfigurations, 
such that (in the worst case) the same reconfiguration 
is used permanently.

3. Alter the reconfiguration such that a different (much 
simpler) logic block is used in place of the intended 
(cryptographic) functionality.

In all cases, the moving target becomes a static one mak-
ing reconfiguration-based countermeasures against physi-
cal attacks useless.

Outline The paper is structured as follows: First, Sect. 2 
reviews the preliminaries of partial reconfiguration and 
formal verification. In Sect. 3, related work is presented. 
Section 4 describes the adversary model we consider in 
this work. Our proposed encapsulation scheme for the 
PRC, implemented as ReCoFuse Container as well as a 
extensive case study, that demonstrates the advantages 
of our scheme for a reconfiguration-based encryption sys-
tem, is introduced in Sect. 5. The experimental evaluation, 
i.e., fault injection and resource utilization, is reported in 
Sect. 6. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. 7 and future 
work is discussed in Sect. 8.

2  Preliminaries

In the course of this work, different technical concepts 
are introduced to convey the ReCoFuse-based protection 
scheme of this work. The following topics will be covered 
briefly:
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– Basics of partial reconfiguration with references to 
more extensive technical explanations on the topic.

– Basic introduction to verification, based on System Ver-
ilog Assertions, using the commercial tool Onespin 360 
DV-Verify.

2.1  Basics of partial reconfiguration

Partial reconfiguration is implemented with highly pro-
prietary means inside the FPGA depending on the FPGA 
model. Different manufacturer achieve partial reconfigura-
tion with different components. In the course of this work, 
we will focus on the specific implementation of partial 
reconfiguration from Xilinx [43], but our approach is also 
applicable for other FPGA vendors.

Figure 1 presents the essential components of the par-
tial reconfiguration infrastructure:

– Reconfigurable Partitions (RPs) describe the area and 
position in the FPGA, where Reconfigurable Modules 
(RMs) are placed (see RP0…11 in Fig. 1).

– Reconfigurable Modules (RMs) represent the actual 
implementation which serves as replacement at runt-
ime (see dashed squares in Fig. 1). For each additional 
RM a new partial bitfile is generated which is stored in 
the memory to be accessed by the PRC. (see MEM in 
Fig. 1)

– The partial bitfile represents the actual configuration 
data for the RM in the FPGA. This data is stored in on 
or off chip memory and it contains the configuration 
of the logic primitives (e.g., LUTs, DSPs, RAMs) and the 
connections in the RMs. For reconfiguration, such a bit-
file is fed to the Internal Configuration Access Port (ICAP) 
by the PRC at runtime.

– The ICAP implements the access to the partial recon-
figuration infrastructure (see ICAP connecting the PRC 
to the RPs in Fig. 1). It is treated as a regular primitive in 
the tool flow during development, synthesis and place 
and route.

– The PRC is necessary to control the reconfiguration 
process in the FPGA. It is attached to the memory 
(e.g., via AXI4), holding the (partial) bitfiles, as well as 
to the aforementioned cell primitive. Depending on the 
manufacturers, different options are available, such as 
internal or external triggers to perform the reconfigura-
tion.

2.2  Formal verification

Formal verification as used in this work is the task of check-
ing whether a circuit implementation satisfies its specifi-
cation or not [7]. In industrial practice techniques based 
on Bounded Model Checking (BMC) gained popularity very 
fast since they can scale to larger designs [3, 11]. For a LTL 
formula � (formalized part of the specification) the basic 
idea of BMC is to search for counter-examples to � in exe-
cutions of the system whose length is bounded by k time 
steps. More formally, this can be expressed as:

where I(s0) denotes the predicate for the initial states, T 
denotes the transition relation and ¬�k constraints that 
the property � is violated by an execution of length k. In 
case of simple safety properties of the form AGp where p 
is a propositional formula, the violation of the property 
reduces to 

⋁k

i=0
¬pi , where pi is the propositional formula 

p at time step i. The overall problem formulation is then 
transformed into an instance of Boolean Satisfiability Prob-
lem (SAT). If this instance is satisfiable, a counter-example 
of length k has been found.

Using SAT as underlying machinery for BMC is feasible 
as the current state-of-the-art SAT solvers [35] can solve 
millions of clauses in moderate time. Besides BMC, tools 
have evolved to use inductive reasoning  [44] and more 
recently Property-Directed Reachalibity (PDR) [5, 9] tech-
niques which give vast improvements over the original 
method.

Several standardized property specification languages 
are available. SystemVerilog Assertions (SVA) is one of the 
most common property specification languages. In this 
work, we use SVA in combination with Timing Diagram 
Assertion Library (TiDAL) which comes with the commercial 
verification tool 360 DV-Verify from OneSpin [26]. TiDAL 
allows one to specify the temporal properties in a very 
intuitive way, i.e., (a) the time points when an expression 

BMCk = I(s0) ∧

k−1
⋀

i=0

T (si , si+1) ∧ ¬�k

Fig. 1  Overview of partial reconfiguration infrastructure
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is evaluated can be explicitly defined and (b) the proper-
ties follow a logic implication style.

A simple property example is presented in Listing 1.

This property states that if request is 1 at timepoint t + 0 
(assume part), then three clock cycles later, i.e., t + 3 , the 
acknowledge should be 1 (prove part). Such properties 
can be verified on the circuit. If a property fails, a counter 
example is provided, i.e., a wave trace which can be simu-
lated which shows the violation of the property.

In case of larger numbers of properties the time, spent 
for verification, will increase. However, as we show later 
in the experiments, property checking of the proposed 
ReCoFuses can be performed very fast.

3  Related work

The PRC is an IP component of the respective FPGA ven-
dor. Besides this black box realization, researchers have 
implemented their own PRC with the focus on higher 
performance [37], better timing wise predictability dur-
ing reconfiguration [28], multifunctionality [12] and even 
fault tolerance [34]. Dedicated protection of the PRC has 
not been considered in these works.

There are many research items for secure FPGA recon-
figuration. The focus is given for bitstream security using 
authenticated encryption  [1, 16]. In  [17], the external 
memory where partial bitstreams are stored is considered 
as unsecure location. Therefore, a novel solution is pre-
sented to securely store them. However, these works do 
not focus on the protection of the reconfiguration itself, 
particularly the PRC, which is at least as important as the 
bitstream integrity.

The authors of [18] proposed the secure reconfigura-
tion controller (SeReCon). Semantically, it also provides an 
additional barrier to the partial reconfiguration infrastruc-
ture. This effectively forms an additional anchor of trust 
in terms of a gateway to the reconfiguration infrastruc-
ture in the design, granting more reliability in the case 
of IP core based reconfigurable FPGA systems. However, 
the aforementioned work primarily focuses on authen-
tication of IP cores (in this context bitstreams for partial 
reconfiguration).

Xilinx announced a security monitor based on an IP 
soft core and more recently a partial bitstream monitor 
IP which allows monitoring the partial reconfiguration 
process [39, 41]. To the best of our knowledge, no non-
IP-based protection of the PRC for reconfiguration-based 
countermeasures is offered.

4  Adversary model

The proposed architecture provides increased protection 
against attacks targeting reconfiguration-based counter-
measures. Adversaries are derived from assumptions made 
in [23] and [21], allowing passive and semi invasive attacks. 
The malicious user desires to extract confidential informa-
tion from the system by exploiting available attack meas-
ures to circumvent the security mechanisms.

Differential Power Analysis (DPA) represents a passive 
attack scenario where the malicious user can obtain—pos-
sibly a very large number—power consumption measure-
ments of the attacked system over time. Since activity in 
the design’s circuitry correlates to its power draw, DPA 
allows attacks based on statistical methods (e.g., Welch’s 
T-test [32]) to successfully extract cryptographic secrets. 
These attacks can be carried out with relatively small 
investments, since computer-based oscilloscopes are read-
ily available at decreasing price points.

For semi-invasive attacks, we assume an adversary, 
who can disturb (or deactivate) the reconfiguration pro-
cedure, thus leaving the system vulnerable to the afore-
mentioned DPA-based passive attacks. Only on die attacks 
are assumed for this scenario. If mitigation against DPA 
is based on partial reconfiguration, directly attacking the 
PRC is most rewarding, since failing reconfiguration will 
leave the system unprotected1. Where a single attack was 
sufficient in the past, the attacker must now attack at least 
two places at the same time to break the reconfiguration-
based protection.

In practice, injecting faults into multiple wires or posi-
tions in the FPGA fabric increases the cost of an attack. 
Multiple instances of the proposed protection scheme 
allow mitigation (i.e., out-scale) of attackers, by employ-
ing n modular redundancy in terms of ReCoFuses2.

A second vector of attack is offered from blackbox IP 
cores in the design. As motivated in the introduction, mal-
functions, flaws or malicious intents can jeopardize the 

1 This work does not cover non-reconfiguration-based counter-
measures, such as Threshold Implementations which were pre-
sented in [24].
2 Please note that we advise to distribute (place) the ReCoFuses 
evenly in the FPGA, while attaching them to different clock buffers 
or PLLs.
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system’s stability. Even Trojans in cryptographic hardware 
blocks were reported in the literature [2]. If the IP core in 
the design is considered an adversary, it has direct access 
to signal lines inside the circuitry (e.g., stalling a shared 
bus). This scenario was reported to be realistic as dem-
onstrated in [45]. The authors demonstrated an on-chip 
power monitor based on ring oscillators to observe the 
power consumption of other modules on the FPGA. Fur-
thermore, it allowed a DPA attack against an on-chip (i.e., 
same FPGA) RSA crypto module, as well as side channel 
attacks against the CPU of the host system (PCIe based 
FPGA). The proposed RCFs must be capable to capture 
malformed communication with the surrounding system 
and reliably detect malicious behavior during operation 
(i.e., skipped reconfigurations in this particular use case).

Another vector of attack results from bitstream reloca-
tion. Tools such as RapidSmith2 [13] and Bitman [29] can 
be used to modify partial bitstreams to allow sending 
them into different FPGA locations. This principle can be 
used to reduce the memory needs when storing recon-
figurations. However, there is also a drawback as a misuse 
that allows reconfiguring hardware blocks into locations 
where they were not intended for. This potentially allows 
an attacker to perform trivial data modifications via not 
intended reconfigured hardware blocks instead of cryp-
tographic ones. Therefore, this attack would break the 
security.

5  ReCoFuse container

This section presents our encapsulation-scheme for the 
Partial Reconfiguration Controller (PRC) of a FPGA which 
implements reconfiguration-based countermeasures 
against physical attacks. Also it provides to supervise and 
monitor the reconfiguration process. The scheme is based 
on two main components: (1) A “container” encapsulating 
the PRC, and (2) individual ReCoFuses to monitor and react 
on untrusted communication with the PRC which would 
compromise the security or stability of the reconfigura-
tion-based countermeasures. The compartmentalization, 
i.e., the container, is not a novel concept. However, it pro-
vides the means to interconnect the ReCoFuses, the PRC 

and the supporting logic (e.g., for error handling) and is 
being used for another task. From an architectural point 
of view, it is the top-level of the proposed solution and is 
therefore presented in detail.

In the following, we first introduce the overall archi-
tecture of the ReCoFuse Container. Then, we detail the 
interfacing of the PRC and the ReCoFuse Container which 
hosts the individual ReCoFuses. Finally, the required formal 
verification of ReCoFuse behavior is described.

5.1  Architecture of ReCoFuse container

The left part of Fig. 2 depicts the original unprotected PRC 
architecture. On the right of Fig. 2 the proposed architec-
ture realizing our encapsulation-scheme for the PRC is 
shown.

The encapsulation-scheme is employed in an effective 
way by considering to keep the area overhead and impact 
on maximum frequency of the overall design low. It is inde-
pendent from the internal structure of the PRC and the to-
be-protected design. The necessary data is obtained from 
inputs and outputs of the PRC that communicates with the 
reconfiguration memory via AXI4 standard protocol and 
the ICAP interface. Therefore, there is no need to know or 
interfere the internal functionality of the PRC.

As can be seen the ReCoFuse Container has several 
“slots” for individual ReCoFuses (details see next section). 
The ReCoFuses are denoted as RCF0…n in Fig. 2. Moreover, 
all outgoing data connections between the main compo-
nents, i.e., Reconfiguration Memory, PRC and ICAP, are now 
also fed into the ReCoFuses. Furthermore, a configuration 
register has been added which allows the user to dynami-
cally enable or disable each RCF.

5.2  Interfaces and ReCoFuses

Listening on all reconfiguration interfaces allows to 
monitor the reconfiguration operations requested by the 
reconfiguration-based countermeasures. In Fig. 2, these 
are the AXI4 and ICAP interfaces. The ICAP provides access 
to the configuration functions from within the FPGA fabric. 
Commands and data can be written to and read from the 
configuration logic of the FPGA array. The PRC has a direct 

Fig. 2  Original PRC Architec-
ture vs Proposed ReCoFuse 
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interface to the ICAP. The ICAP protocol follows a valid/
acknowledge scheme where the header of each partial 
bitfile can be analyzed during data communication. There-
fore, hardware debug and ensuring RM initiation is pos-
sible by monitoring the ICAP interface via the Integrated 
Logic Analyzer (ILA) core from Xilinx. The port descriptions 
of the ICAP interface are shown in Table 1. For more details, 
we refer to the Xilinx 7 Series partial reconfiguration user 
guide [42]. Table 2 shows an excerpt from the user guide, 
including the sync word, which initiates every communica-
tion between PRC and ICAP.

As can be seen in the architecture in the right side of 
Fig. 2, the observed input data is sent to the ReCoFuses. 
A ReCoFuse essentially implements a Finite State Machine 
(FSM), and hence performs state transitions based on 
the observed data. Figure 3 illustrates the generic FSM 
structure of a ReCoFuse. The WAIT_STATE awaits the 
initial header from the PRC. which is dependent on the 
type of the ReCoFuse to start evaluation of the observed 
data. The ACTION_STATE which may include substates 
determines whether there is a violation or not. When 
there is no violation, the ACTION_STATE always returns 
to the WAIT_STATE and the operation of the PRC is 
considered as legitimate. If a violation is detected, the 
ACTION_STATE transitions to the BAD_STATE and the 
operation of the PRC is considered as untrustable. The out-
put signal of a ReCoFuse (e.g., in this work an error signal) 
allows each ReCoFuse to communicate untrusted behav-
ior. As a consequence emergency actions can be executed, 
for instance to shut down the system. For simplicity, in 
Fig. 2 on the right we have just ORed all the error signals 
from each ReCoFuse.

5.3  Verification of ReCoFuses

To guarantee the correctness of each ReCoFuse, we require 
the formal verification of its behavior. Formal verification 

allows to prove the correctness of the functional behavior 
of each RoCoFuse. For this task the RTL code of a ReCoFuse 
is automatically transformed in a suitable formal model by 
the property checker. The user only has to specify the tem-
poral properties describing the different state transitions 
of a ReCoFuse. In other words, these properties are used to 
prove which PRC communication with the control of the 
reconfiguration-based countermeasures is untrusted and 
what will be the resulting action in that case. Typically, a 
ReCoFuse observes the communication over several clock 
cycles and finally reaches a “bad” state. An example prop-
erty for this last proof step basically states the following: 
If a ReCoFuse enters the bad state, the associated action 
must be taken in the next clock cycle. The corresponding 
property is shown in Listing 2.

We have developed the ReCoFuses based on viable 
attacks from our adversary model on the PRC. As a con-
sequence, we have defined dedicated verification prop-
erties. While each ReCoFuse of course realizes specific 
functional behavior, there is a common property structure 
as in essence the user has to capture each state transi-
tion. In industrial practice there are process models to 
create strong verification plans which allow to ensure full 
correctness.

5.4  Individual ReCoFuses

The concrete ReCoFuses are presented in the following 
three sections.

Table 1  ICAP interface port descriptions [42]

Port Direction Width Function

CLK Input 1 Clock Input
CSIB Input 1 Active Low ICAP Enable
I<31:0> Input 32 Configuration data input bus
O<31:0> Output 32 Configuration data output bus
RDWRB Input 1 Read/Write Select input

Table 2  Partial bitfile header Address Description Comment

0xAA995566 Sync Word Initiation of bitfile transmission
0x30002001 Frame address register Target Address for partial reconfiguration
0xE3AD7EA5 CRC32 for Payload Checksum for bitfile payload

Fig. 3  Generic FSM diagram for a ReCoFuse
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5.4.1  Timer ReCoFuse

Functionality: The timer ReCoFuse (RCF0 ) basically 
keeps track of the time between two consecutive 
reconfigurations. The FSM diagram of the timer ReCo-
Fuse is shown in Fig.  4. After a successful reconfigu-
ration (WAIT_RECONFIG), a timer is started in par-
ticular a counter is increased in allowed time duration 
(ADVANCE_TIMER).

If this timer expires before a new reconfiguration pro-
cedure is initiated, the timer ReCoFuse signals an error 
(DETECT_ERROR). Keeping a specific reconfiguration 
active for an extended period of time—rendering the 
moving target principle ineffective—can be detected reli-
ably by this ReCoFuse.

Interface Events The counter of the time-out ReCoFuse 
is started by a RP_active, which is derived from sev-
eral signals, provided by the proprietary reconfiguration 
infrastructure. Alternatively, the sync word (cf. Table 2) in 
combination with the bitfile length could serve for the 
same purpose.

Verification In Listing 3, a subset of the properties for 
verifying the timeout ReCoFuse RCF0 are shown. The first 
property advance_timer (Line 1–Line 7) states that 
the counter (which realizes the timer) advances with 
each time step after the previous reconfiguration is done. 
Here, TIMEOUT (Line 3) defines the allowed active dura-
tion of one Reconfiguration Module (RM), i.e., a concrete 
AES implementation. The RP_active (Line 3) signal is 
derived from multiple signals from the reconfiguration 

infrastructure and captures whether the Reconfigurable 
Partition (RP) is active, i.e., no reconfiguration is currently 
performed. In Line 5, the past() statement is used to 
refer to the previous time point.
detect_error names the second verification prop-

erty (Line 9–Line 15 in Listing 3). It ensures that RCF0 enters 
the “bad” state (i.e., raising error), when the respective 
RM was not reconfigured in time (i.e., before cnt reaching 
TIMEOUT) (Line 11).

5.4.2  Replay ReCoFuse

Functionality: The replay ReCoFuse (RCF1 ) contains an indi-
vidual counter for each Reconfiguration Module (so, differ-
ent AES implementations in our case study), i.e., functional 
alternative which is swapped in. Based on the individual 
counter values the distance of the Least Frequently Used 
(LFU) RM as well as the Most Frequently Used (MFU) RM is 
determined. This distance indicates whether the usage of 
the available RMs is uniform. Hence, this forms an effective 
measure to detect if a specific RM is preferred or used con-
tinuously, since the corresponding counter will advance 
faster. To illustrate the developed uniformity check, Fig. 5 
shows a reconfiguration procedure over 13 reconfigura-
tions (i.e., steps) in form of a bar chart, choosing from four 
different RMs. In Fig. 5, the y axis shows the four different 
RMs (i.e., different AES implementations). The x axis shows 
the frequency, how often the RMs were reconfigured. For 
example, after 2 time steps only RM1 and RM2 have been 
reconfigured both once; after 6 time steps this changes 
to respective frequencies of (1, 2, 2, 1) (for RM1 , RM2 , RM3 , 
RM4).

A challenge when implementing this ReCoFuse in 
hardware, was that the logic (i.e., the counters) should 
not become too costly. The solution was the implementa-
tion of a shift window operation which essentially “cuts” 
all counters (similar to a histogram) at the bottom. As a 
consequence, the least frequently used counter is zero 
aligned. Figure 5 depicts this “cutting” in terms of the shift 
window operation in the left (highlighted gray), while 
preserving the distance between the LFU and MFU RM, 
i.e., shift window reduces the counters from (1, 2, 2, 1) to 
(0, 1, 1, 0) after step6.

For the example at hand, we allow a distance of 6 
between the least frequently used RM and the most fre-
quently used RM. Assuming an attack (e.g., a replay attack) 
resulting in a more frequent reconfiguration of RM1 is 
depicted in the figure: In step13 we see a violation of our 
security condition of MFU − LFU = 7 − 0 = 73 and hence 
an error is signaled by the ReCoFuse.

Fig. 4  FSM diagram of the timer ReCoFuse

3 The gray boxes have been removed by the shift window opera-
tion, so the counters are (7, 1, 1, 0).
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Interface Events The uniformity check of the replay 
ReCoFuse is applied between reconfiguration memory and 
PRC in the AXI communication. A unique identifier of the 
individual RMs can be derived from the Frame Address Reg-
ister (FAR) value (cf. Table 2) together with its address in the 

Fig. 5  Uniformity check and 
shift window operation

Table 3  Identifier of 
reconfigurations

Reconfigu-
rations

Bitstream address

RM1 0x00200000

RM2 0x00400000

RM3 0x00600000

RM4 0x00800000

configuration memory (cf. Table 3). To increment a specific 
counter, the replay ReCoFuse scans the transmissions on 
the AXI interface for its respective identifier which can be 
observed when the respective bitfile is loaded by the PRC.
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Verification Figure  6 shows the state diagram of 
the replay ReCoFuse. It starts with WAIT_FAR  and 
WAIT_SYNC  states to detect SYNC_WORD  and FAR 
value. The other state transitions are explained with 
the verification properties. In Listing 4, a subset of the 
properties to verify the behavior of the replay ReCo-
Fuse are shown. Please note that the shown 4 properties 
are checked for each RM since the replay ReCoFuse has 
per RM an individual counter as explained above. The 
decrease_counter property is central to the shift win-
dow operation (state==SHIFT_WINDOW) in hardware. 
It is ensured that all counters are decreased (i.e., previously 
mentioned “cutting”, cnt==$past(cnt)-1) when all 
RMs were active at least once (RM_seen==ALL_RM). In 
order to immediately capture new reconfigurations, the 
underlying FSM must transition to the SYNQ state, where 
it screens the AXI communication for the RM identifier. 
RM_seen is reset (RM_seen==NO_RM) in the next step 
to allow continuous counter cutting.

The second property in Listing 4 is called 
detect_error starting from Line 11. Following the idea 
from Listing 3, the ReCoFuse must raise its error signal, 
when the maximum allowed distance (dist==MAX) is 
exceeded. A dedicated error checking state (CHECK_ERR) 
in the FSM checks this violation (Line 13 + 14) and raises 
the error signal in the next cycle (Line 16). The FSM remains 
in this error state (i.e., the “bad” state).

The third property increase_counter starting 
from Line 20 checks counter increase. When RM comes in 
(CNF_UPDATE) state and if it does not reach the allowed 
(cnt==MAX) value (Line 22), the individual counter of the 
RM must increase in the next cycle and FSM must transi-
tion to (CHECK_CNT) state (Line 24 + 25). (CHECK_CNT) is 
the main state where the values of all counters are checked 
in order to determine the next operation. Based on the sta-
tus of the counters, in the next cycle (CHECK_CNT) might 
transition to

– (CHECK_ERR) if the maximum allowed distance will 
exceed (dist==MAX).

– (SHIFT_WINDOW) if all RMs will be active at least once 
(RM_seen==ALL_RM).

– (SYNQ) if the upper cases will not occur.

The fourth property detect_RMn_ID has the same state 
transition like the previous one (from CNF_UPDATE to 
CHECK_CNT), but it has to be written as a separate prop-
erty because it checks if a RM is active for the first time. If 
the RM was not detected before (RMn_detected==0) 
and all RMs were not active (RM_seen<ALL_RM), the RM 
is marked as detected (RMn_detected==1) and one 
more RM must be indicated as active (RM_seen==$pa
st(RM_seen)+1) in the next cycle (Line 31 to Line 35).

5.4.3  Relocation ReCoFuse

Functionality: In order to address the issue of intentionally 
misplaced RMs, we created a new ReCoFuse, which super-
vises the functionality of individual bitstreams bound to 
their location. This ReCoFuse shall provide means to iden-
tify, whether a RM is placed to the wrong RP. Ideally, the 
ReCoFuse would contain an exact implementation as the 
RM, such that it can be identified, if the module is placed 
correctly (i.e., comparing inputs vs. outputs). As a conse-
quence a “reduced” version of the module’s logic needs 
to be accommodated within the ReCoFuse. A simulation 
model of the circuitry in the design, however, would still 
remain too expensive, since the entire state space (includ-
ing data path) would have to be covered. Since Linear 
Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs) can be used (in conjunc-
tion with a generator polynomial) to generate checksums 
or to create pseudo random bit sequences, these offer a 
solution to this problem.

A LFSR advances the signal through the register from 
one bit to the next most-significant bit. The signal input to 

Fig. 6  FSM diagram of the 
replay ReCoFuse

Fig. 7  4-bit LFSR
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the LFSR is generated by xor-ing or xnor-ing the tap bits; 
the remaining bits function as a standard shift register. As 
an example, a 4-bit LFSR is shown in Fig. 7. When such 
a LFSR is set to its initial value (e.g., initialization vector/
seed), it will create a pseudo-random sequence of output 
values which finally will return to the initial state. A very 
long cycle sequence patterns can be produced with a well-
chosen feedback function (i.e., polynomial).

A LFSR with a known polynomial and a known initiali-
zation vector will yield a known bit pattern (or bit) after 
a known number of steps (i.e., clock cycles). Hence, we 
decided to integrate a separate LFSR as a pseudo-unique 
fingerprint alongside the logic in the RM and inside the 
ReCoFuse. When the two LFSRs are driven with the same 
data and the same clock source (i.e., similar to lock-step 
CPUs), the LFSRs will always yield the exact same output / 
state when checked (XOR gate). Since the XOR gate drives 
the error signal directly, a mismatch between the golden 
reference output from the ReCoFuse’s LFSR and the RM’s 
LFSR will indicate an error. This functionality allows the 
construction of countermeasures for the detection of mis-
placed or altered partial bitfiles.

Each RM owns a LFSR which is assigned to its specific to 
its implementation (i.e., a different polynomial). We differ-
entiate between functionality and variant. Different func-
tionalities are equipped with different LFSR types, whereas 
different variants are equipped with same type of LFSR but 
initialized with different seeds. Each functionality belongs 
to a predetermined specific location (floor plan of RP). In 
our case-study the functionality is always the AES core, 
but we have different variants (i.e., implementations of 
AES in the form of various netlists). We now illustrate this 
approach. Figure 8 is composed of the three main parts to 
show the protection scheme of the RCF:

– On the left hand side of Fig. 8, the different RMs with 
their LFSR logic can be seen. They are set up with their 
own seed in the beginning.

– In the middle of Fig. 8, the RCF logic is depicted. It con-
sists of the following three components: 

1. A look-up table contains the predetermined 
address and seed values of each RM. For our case-
study the concrete values are shown in Table 4.

2. The FSM in the middle manages state transitions. 
The detailed structure is shown in Fig. 9. The initial 
states are WAIT_FAR and WAIT_SYNC to detect 
SYNC_WORD and FAR value like replay ReCoFuse. 
After transition to READ_SEED state the id num-
ber of a reconfiguration is detected, then the seed 
value of individual reconfiguration is read. This 
state also enables the LFSRs via the lfsren signal 
after the reconfiguration process has completed 
to guarantee synchronization.

3. Finally, each value of the RCF LFSR is com-
pared against the corresponding value of the 
current RM LFSR via the XOR when FSM is in 
COMPARE_LFSRs state. If output values of the 
LFSRs do not match, FSM enters DETECT_ERROR 
state. This check allows to identify the attack as an 
unintended logic block reconfigured to an unin-
tended RM would result in a deviation of the LFSR 
sequence.

– On the right hand side of Fig.  8, an error-signal is 
derived to indicate the erroneous state of the system.

Fig. 8  Relocation ReCoFuse

Table 4  Look-up table of Relocation RCF

Reconfigurations Bitstream address Seed

RM1 0x00200000 b
RM2 0x00400000 c
RM3 0x00600000 d
RM4 0x00800000 e

Fig. 9  FSM diagram of the 
relocation ReCoFuse
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Interface Events Similar to the replay ReCoFuse, the 
relocation ReCoFuse is applied between reconfiguration 
memory and PRC. It also keeps track of the unique identi-
fier of RMs from the respective bitfile in order to read the 
corresponding seed for each RM.

Verification In Listing 5, a subset of the properties to 
verify the behavior of the relocation ReCoFuse are shown. 
The inactive_error property (from Line 1 to Line 7) 
checks when LFSRs are not enabled (reconfiguration was 
not yet completed). Subsequently the error signal must 
be inactive.

The active_error property (from Line 9 to Line 16) 
checks when LFSRs are enabled (reconfiguration has com-
pleted) and the output values of the ReCoFuse’s LFSR and 
RM’s LFSR are not the same, hence the error signal must be 
raised since not the intended logic has been reconfigured 
at the current location, but another functionality.

The active_no_error property (from Line 18 to Line 
25) checks when the LFSRs are enabled (reconfiguration 
completed) and the output values of the ReCoFuse’s LFSR 
and RM’s LFSR are identical, there must be no error.

The read_seed property (from Line 27 to Line 34) 
checks when the identifier of the individual RM was seen 
and the predetermined seed value of the individual RM 
should be read in the next clock cycle.

In Listing 6, there are two common properties for replay 
and relocation ReCoFuse. These check the state transition 
after (SYNC_WORD) and (FAR) values (cf. Table 2) were 
seen.
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In the following we demonstrate our proposed scheme 
on a concrete case study.

5.5  Case study

This section demonstrates the proposed encapsulation-
scheme for the PRC. AES officially superseded DES and 
was presented by the NIST in 2001 [33], since DES was not 
considered secure anymore. Unfortunately, sophisticated 
side channel attacks allow attackers to extract protected 
information nonetheless, for which countermeasures were 
presented [23]. However, these dedicated countermeas-
ures can be attacked again, thus rendering the protection 
ineffective. Due to this shortcoming and the omnipresence 
of AES in soft- and hardware, AES-based designs are well 
suited for evaluating our approach.

The system implements the moving target princi-
ple via reconfiguration by switching between different 
implementations of an AES core. By this, the attacker is 
not faced with static logic in the FPGA, but with a perma-
nently changing one and hence physical attacks become 
much harder to achieve.

In the following, we first describe three major attack 
vectors. Then, we present the ReCoFuse Container and 
three ReCoFuses. Finally, we consider their verification.

5.5.1  Attack vectors

We assume, the cryptographic system is hardened by 
employing partial reconfiguration as a countermeas-
ure against DPA. Breaking the countermeasures (i.e., 
partial reconfiguration) makes the system susceptible 
against DPA again. In principle DPA uses the fluctuation 
in a device’s power consumption to automatically extract 
information on the implementation of the design and the 
processed data. Since the attack is easy to implement and 
is non-invasive, it poses a significant threat which was rec-
ognized by Kocher et al. [20] in 1999.

In order to attack a specific area (e.g., the PRC) in a 
FPGA, electromagnetism and fault injection based attacks 
have both been reported to be effective [22] and are via-
ble methods for disturbing the reconfiguration process in 
hardware.

We identified three major attack vectors on the PRC 
viable for both adversaries: 

1. Time-out attack: Forcing the PRC to keep the same 
reconfiguration active for a too long time would result 
in no protection. It removes the moving target charac-
teristic of the design and makes it vulnerable to side 
channel attacks.

2. Replay attack: Attacking the PRC to chose a single 
reconfiguration continuously (or more often) removes 
the moving target characteristic as well.

3. Relocation attack: Since the modification of bitstreams 
can easily be achieved with tools, such as BitMan, the 
integrity of a design is not guaranteed. Even if the PRC 
operates correctly, the design’s correct operation is not 
ensured anymore. The attack scenario introduces bit-
stream manipulation w.r.t. the previous scenarios. A 
practical example is the modification of the FAR val-
ues, while maintaining correctly computed CRCs. This 
provides the attacker with the ability to place unsuited 
PRs into unsuited RPs.

This list, however, is not exhaustive and can be extended 
by the respective adopter’s needs. The next part presents 
how the proposed ReCoFuse Container helps in protecting 
against the three attacks.

5.5.2  ReCoFuse container

We encapsulated the PRC in a ReCoFuse Container. It 
instantiates the PRC and provides connection to the 
configuration memory via AXI and the ICAP primitive as 
described in Sect. 5. ReCoFuses are integrated inside the 
ReCoFuse Container to achieve countermeasures against 
the time out, replay and relocation attack.

In the following section, we present an experimental 
evaluation of our approach for our case study.

6  Experiments and results

All experiments have been conducted on a Xilinx Zynq-
7000 Series FPGA, more precisely our evaluation platform 
is a Zedboard featuring a XC7Z020-CLG484-1 FPGA com-
ponent. More recent FPGA generations feature the same 
reconfiguration interface, thus our approach maintains 
applicability in the future. Enhanced capabilities, such as 
better encryption and authentication however can help 
to increase the difficulty of attacks further. Our encryp-
tion system implements the moving target principle by 

Fig. 10  Behavior of RCF0 (time-
out)
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switching between different implementations of the AES 
core (based on tiny_AES4 IP core from OpenCores.org) via 
reconfiguration. A dedicated controller in the FPGA (called 
SYSCTRL) initiates the random (i.e., uniform) replacement 
of a Reconfiguration Module (RM), i.e., between the differ-
ent AES implementations.

We have synthesized the encryption system using 
Vivado 2016.3. The partial bitfiles are copied from the SD 
card to the on board DDR3 memory (serves as partial bit-
file memory), using a bare metal executable which runs 
on the ARM core of the FPGA. To access from the program-
mable logic of the FPGA, we switched the DDR3 memory 
to AXI slave mode. The PRC is directly attached to the AXI 
slave DDR3 memory in the design and instantiates the 
ICAP primitive as well. A ReCoFuse Container encapsu-
lates the PRC as presented in Sect. 5. The three ReCoFuses 
time out (RCF0 ), replay (RCF1 ) and relocation (RCF2 ), as 
described in Sect. 5.5.2, are integrated in the ReCoFuse 
Container to protect against the three attacks as intro-
duced in Sect. 5.5.1.

6.1  Injecting faults

As mentioned above, the controller SYSCTRL for reconfig-
uring between the different AES implementations initiates 
the random (i.e., uniform) replacement of a RM and for 
this communicates with the PRC. During normal operation 
SYSCTRL replaces the current RM with a random successor 
before the timer of RCF0 expires, such that no ReCoFuse 

raises an error. To run the experiments, we attacked the 
reconfiguration process by injecting faults in the encryp-
tion system in order to disturb the operation of the PRC. 
This was achieved by additional logic on the FPGA. Essen-
tially, we disable the initiation of the replacement at runt-
ime or alternatively remove the randomness from the 
RM selection. The following results have been obtained 
from actual hardware as the setup has been introduced 
Sect. 6. We used Xilinx integrated logic analyzers (ILAs) [40] 
in order to monitor the internal signals of the ReCoFuses 
while our design is running on FPGA:

6.1.1  Time‑out attack

Figure 10 illustrates the functionality of RCF0 for the time-
out attack. The timer must expire, if a RM is kept active 
longer than acceptable; we set the TIMEOUT to 10 time 
steps. For demonstration we captured the activity for 960 
ms (i.e., 15 time steps). After 64 ms, RM1 is loaded, followed 
by, RM2 and RM3 (each active for 1 time step (64ms)). RM4 

Fig. 11  Behavior of RCF1 
(replay)

Fig. 12  Behavior of RCF2 
(relocation)

Table 5  Hardware resource utilization of AES core

Elements RP block AES core 
(Original)

AES core 
(LFSR 
added)

Slices 2800 2537 2552
LUT as Logic 11200 9669 9672
LUT as Memory 3000 0 0
LUT as FF Pairs 11200 3657 3708
Slice Registers 22400 5504 5520
Muxes 5600 3600 3600

4 https ://openc ores.org/proje ct/tiny_aes—configured to provide 
128-Bit AES encryption after 21-cycles.

https://opencores.org/project/tiny_aes
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is kept active indefinitely (10 time steps), which exceeds 
the acceptable period (640 ms), such that the error sig-
nal is raised, when the counter value (ctr) reaches 640. 
The error signal indicates a violation of the time-out 
requirement.

6.1.2  Replay attack

Figure  11 shows a sequence of the reconfigurations 
after 15 steps. We have four different RMs. The maximum 
allowed distance of the RMs is set to 6 as in Fig. 5. In step 
7, the occurrence of RM4 decreases all counters by the 
shift window operation, resulting in a zero alignment of 

all counters. At this point, the PRC is attacked (i.e., inter-
nally triggered faults are injected). In the 15th step, loading 
RM1 will activate the error signal of the RCF1 . Since the dif-
ference between the most and least frequently used RM 
exceeds the allowed limit.

6.1.3  Relocation attack

Figure 12 depicts the behavior of the relocation ReCoFuse 
RCF2 . Until step 13 no relocation violation is detected. For 
the three reconfigurations RM1 , RM2 and RM3 (represent-
ing different AES implementations) the LFSR values inside 
the ReCoFuse (����_RCF and the ( ����_RM ) always match.

This is the case, since their respective initialization seeds 
were initialized to the same value and the implemented 
polynomials are identical, hence, the sequence of bits 
to be compared is also identical. In step 12, we conduct 
an attack to the PRC by means of loading an unintended 
reconfiguration (RM4 ). The seed applied by the RCF to the 
RM’s LFSR is not identical to the seed, which was loaded to 
the RCF’s LFSR. As a consequence, both LFSR values do not 
match anymore and hence the error signal is triggered in 
step 13 as required by the verification before.

Table 6  Hardware resource utilization of each ReCoFuse

Elements Timer RCF Replay RCF Relocation RCF

Slices 16 54 41
LUT as Logic 15 88 55
LUT as Memory 0 0 0
LUT as FF Pairs 2 27 11
Slice Registers 34 127 107
Muxes 0 0 0

Table 7  Hardware resource 
utilization of overall system

“Moving target AES”: Original ReCoFuse protected ReCoFuse protected

Timer+Replay Timer+Replay+Relocation

Elements Usage Util (%) Usage Util (%) Increase (%) Usage Util (%) Increase (%)

Slices 2976 22.38 3036 22.83 2.02 3058 22.99 2.75
LUT as Logic 10520 19.77 10620 19.96 0.95 10704 20.12 1.75
LUT as Memory 203 1.17 203 1.17 0.00 203 1.17 0.00
LUT FF Pairs 4367 8.21 4409 8.29 0.96 4436 8.34 1.58
Slice Registers 6744 6.34 6906 6.49 2.24 7023 6.60 4.13
Muxes 3601 13.54 3601 13.54 0.00 3601 13.54 0.00

Table 8  Run-time and Memory 
for Formal Verification

ReCoFuse Property Run-time (s) Memory (MB)

Timer advance_timer 0.78 96
detect_error 1.35 98

Replay decrease_counter 0.94 578
increase_counter 0.88 103
detect_RMn_ID 0.84 103
detect_error 1.33 103

Relocation read_seed 1.18 103
inactive_error 0.82 102
active_error 0.75 102
active_no_error 0.68 235

Replay+Relocation detect_SYNC 0.87 103
detect_FAR 1.16 235
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In summary, the three experiments based on injecting 
faults demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach. In 
the next section, we report the resource utilization of our 
ReCoFuse Container for the encryption system.

6.2  Resource utilization

All synthesis runs and implementation runs were executed 
with the same settings via Vivado 2016.3.

Table 5 presents the comparison of the resource utiliza-
tions of a pure tiny_AES core and a tiny_AES core where we 
have added the LFSR for fingerprinting. The first column 
Elements of the table presents the respective resource. The 
second column RP block shows the area reserved for partial 
reconfiguration. The third column shows the original tiny_
AES core resource utilization and the fourth column shows 
tiny_AES core with LFSR. The LFSR length is 16-bit width a 
maximum-length sequence based on [38]. The tiny_AES 
core with LFSR still easily fits the reserved area. It can be 
clearly seen that the extra hardware costs are very low.

Table 6 shows the implementation results of each ReCo-
Fuse. The Timer ReCoFuse uses 32-bit counter. The Replay 
ReCoFuse has 3-bit individual counters as well as auxiliary 
registers for each RM. The Relocation ReCoFuse includes 
16-bit LFSR. In the case study we have four RMs. When we 
increase the number of RMs, the utilization of the Timer 
ReCoFuse will not change because it only considers the 
specific duration of any RM. However, the resource utiliza-
tion of the Replay and Relocation ReCoFuse that depend 
on the number of RMs will of course increase, but the costs 
are very moderate for the achieved protection of the PRC.

Table 7 shows the implementation of our encryption 
system. The second column Original:Usage shows the num-
ber of elements used for our encryption system employing 
reconfiguration based on different tiny_AES cores and the 
Xilinx reconfiguration infrastructure following the mov-
ing target principle. The third column Original:Util shows 
the percentage of the utilization of the device. The fourth 
and fifth column ReCoFuse protected: Usage and Util con-
tain the number and percentage of resource utilization 
for the encryption system protected with the previously 
introduced ReCoFuse Container that contains Timer and 
Replay ReCoFuses. The sixth column ReCoFuse protected: 
Increase shows the negligible overhead compared to the 
original encryption system. Finally, resource utilization 
for the encryption system protected with ReCoFuse Con-
tainer that includes Relocation ReCoFuse besides other 
ReCoFuses is in the seventh and eighth columns. The last 
column that shows the increase compared to the origi-
nal encryption system. The difference of the increase of 
resource utilization between ReCoFuse Container with-
out (i.e., Slice Registers increase:2.24%) and with Reloca-
tion ReCoFuse (i.e., Slice Registers increase:4.13%) is quite 

low. The proves that addition of the proposed method 
into the protection system still keeps the overall overhead 
negligible.

6.3  Verification

Finally, we want to demonstrate that the formal verifica-
tion of the developed ReCoFuses can be performed very 
fast. Table 8 shows the run-time and memory consump-
tion using OneSpin 360 MV version 2017_06 for property 
checking. As can be seen each property can be proven 
in less than 2s using less than 600 MB of main memory. 
The largest memory consumption occurred for the 
decrease_counter property because it checks all the 
counters.

7  Conclusions

In this work, we leveraged an originally proposed safety 
mechanism—which creates a container around an IP—to 
encapsulate and protect the PRC of a FPGA. This is very 
important when implementing reconfiguration-based 
countermeasures against SCA attacks, realizing for exam-
ple the moving target principle. We introduced ReCo-
Fuses inside our encapsulation-scheme, each capturing 
a specific property of interest which has to be fulfilled at 
any time during PRC operation. Formal verification was 
employed to guarantee the correctness in detecting a 
security violation. For evaluation of our scheme, we have 
created a reference design, which we attacked by inject-
ing faults. The experiments showed that the implemented 
measures—leveraging the proposed scheme—realize an 
effective and cost efficient protection for reconfiguration-
based secured designs. In summary, this work closes the 
gap of a vulnerable reconfiguration infrastructure as iden-
tified in [23] by Mentens et al.

8  Future work

The proposed encapsulation scheme provides the detec-
tion of attacks on the PRC, which aim to break reconfigura-
tion-based countermeasures. Our developed architecture 
is able to raise an alarm (via an error signal), if a ReCoFuse 
detects a security violation. In this situation, instead of 
shutting down the system immediately, several alternative 
strategies can be investigated. When an error is detected 
by a ReCoFuse, the system could enter an emergency 
mode and maintains the operation. For this spare reconfig-
urations, which are not part of the actual reconfiguration 
module cycle of the system, can be employed. Another 
alternative is to reconfigure specific logic wrt. the security 
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violation of a given ReCoFuse, i.e., specific reactions per 
ReCoFuse become possible. Finally, the raised alarm could 
also be propagated to the software level which allows a 
flexible software-controlled adaption against the detected 
security violation.

Moreover, our flexible architecture allows adding more 
ReCoFuses (e.g., CRC, additional encryption, hash-based 
finger printing etc.) easily. The protective measures are 
dependent on the required degree of protection and can 
be extended in a flexible manner, since the architecture 
allows easy integration of new RCFs as presented in this 
work. Possibly, a full catalog of ReCoFuses can be main-
tained in the future which allows the augmentation of 
existing reconfiguration-based designs with ReCoFuses.
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